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Motivation

The private market attracts significant impact investing capital (38% AUM)

Knowledge in the public market might not be generalized to the private market.

(different firm compositions; investment strategies and settings)

Specifically, important ESG challenges might be best addressed by new firms
through innovation

— crucial to examine whether impact ventures have fundraising advantages in
the private market.

This paper: focus on the venture capital industry

Research Question: How do startups’ ESG characteristics influence VCs’
expectations of startups’ financial performance and investment decisions?
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Empirical Challenges

Ambiguous answers based on theories

• (Positive) Doing well by doing good + LPs’ ESG preference

• (Negative) Cost of CSR is higher for financially-constrained firms

Data Limitations

• Standard databases generally record completed deals

— Matching equilibrium outcomes

— Seldom observe VCs’ portfolio selection and evaluation process

— Hard to find exogenous variation in startup-level ESG characteristics

• ESG Measurements Issues

— Unlike public firms, startups lack a matured ESG rating system.
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This Paper

I. (Experiment) a. Real US VCs evaluate multiple hypothetical startup profiles
with randomized ESG characteristics to match with real startups

(incentive: real investment opportunities)

b. Anonymous donation game (measure social preference)

Results: VCs face a tension between financial and non-pecuniary motives

Financial motive (-): lower expectation of attractive impact ventures’
profitability

Non-pecuniary motive (+): preference supporting impact ventures

Financial motive dominates → lower interest in impact ventures
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This Paper

II. (Outcome Test) further assess the accuracy of VCs’ expectations by
checking impact ventures’ post-funding financial performances

Results: Once invested, impact ventures demonstrate superior ex-post
performance, suggesting under-investment due to market frictions

III. (Dynamic Bayesian Model) Given the unique staging financing strategies
used by VCs, a model is used to

— Analyzes how this tension between financial and non-pecuniary motives
affect VCs’ impact investment

— Policy Implications
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This paper: how VCs evaluate impact ventures (a tension between
financial vs non-pecuniary motivation, and its implications)
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This paper: startups’ ESG characteristics matter.
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Experimental Design

(Real world Setting): “ML
Matching Tool", collaborate with
real US incubators

(Design) Real US VCs are recruited
to evaluate 16 randomized startup
profiles, which they know to be
hypothetical, to match with real
startups (incentive)

Orthogonally randomized startup
characteristics (ESG, traction, etc.)
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I. Experimental Design

Mission

• Control Group: “For profit"
(25%)

• Treatment1 Group: “For
profit, consider IPO within 5
years" (25%)

• Treatment2 Group: “Besides
financial gains, also care
about the social and
environmental impact" (50%)



Sample Selection

(Sample size) comparable to
Kessler, Low and Sullivan (2019)

roughly 70 US VCs, 1200+ startup
profiles evaluated (2020.03-08)

(Representativeness)

• representative in terms of
industry distribution

• similar ESG-related historical
investments compared to
investors in Pitchbook

• more active, more exits
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Key Design Features

A. Evaluation Questions

1. Mechanism Questions

Profitability Q1 ; Availability Q2

2. Decision Questions

Contact interest ratings Q3 ; Intended investment amount Q4

B. Incentive Structure

1. Matching Incentive - all investors Kessler, Low and Sullivan (2019)

2. Monetary Incentive - random subset Armona, Fuster and Zafar (19)

(use future performance data to verify evaluation accuracy)
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Donation Game

Measure social preference



Experimental Results (Financial Motives)

Quantile Regressions: Aiming for ESG lowers VCs’ expectations of attractive
startups’ profitability and contact interest ratings



Experimental Results (Financial Motives)

Confirm quantile-regression results when using OLS to examine attractive
startups (lower expectations of profitability; lower contact interest ratings)



Validity of the IRR Experiment

Significant correlations between VCs’ evaluations and real-world investment
portfolios exist (mainly for attractive startups’ evaluations)



Experimental Results (Non-pecuniary Motives)

ESG Preferences are positively correlated with investors’ social preferences —
consistent with Riedl and Smeets (2017)



II. Outcome Test

Identify impact ventures

Step 1: ESG-related keywords in descriptions of startups’ business models and
industry backgrounds (Pitchbook)

Step 2: two RAs independently manually verify the classification

Three measures of startups’ performance

a. Raise a new round of VC investment (short-run)

b. Out of business (short-run)

c. Successful Exits (medium-run)
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II. Outcome Test

If investors under-invest in impact ventures in the pre-selection stage, then
impact ventures have better post-funding performance

Note: better ex-post performance does NOT indicate impact ventures’ higher
profitability before selection
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III. Dynamic Bayesian Model

Purpose of the Model

• Illustrate how the tension between financial and non-pecuniary motives
affect impact investment in VCs’ staging financing setting

• How miscalibrated beliefs hinder impact investing

Key Elements of the model

Built on the theretical framework in Bohren, Imas and Rosenberg (2019)

• Beliefs/Expectations against impact ventures get updated with new
information in each investment round

• Preference towards impact ventures does not change with new information
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Policy Implications

Proposition 1: As the signal becomes perfectly accurate, any differential
treatments are only driven by taste parameters.

Implication: Role of fintech/big data/rating technology (info asymmetry)

Proposition 4: Preference-driven support has two effects:

direct influence (+)

backfire channel (−, reduce profitability expectations)

Implication: Harm of greenwashing



Conclusion

• (Experiment) VCs face a tension between financial and non-pecuniary
motives

• lower expectations of attractive impact ventures’ financial returns

• ESG preference towards impact ventures

Financial motives dominate, leading to lower contact interest ratings in
impact ventures

• (Outcome Test) Better post-funding performance, suggesting
under-investment in impact ventures

• (Model) Implications of this tension in VCs’ staging financing setting and
policy suggestions
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